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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
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Come now the Plaintiffs, and for their action state as set forth herein.
INTRODUCTION

1.

This is an action to recover damages and civil penalties on behalf of the United

States of America and the State of North Carolina arising out of false claims presented by or
caused to be presented by Defendants under the Federal Medicare program and the joint FederalState Medicaid program in violation of Title 31 U.S.C. § 3729. popularly known as the FALSE
CLAIMS

ACT (hereinafter, the "FCA"), and in violation of General Statutes of North Carolina§ 1-

605 et seq., the FALSE CLAJi'viS ACT of North Carolina (hereinafter, the "NCFCA").
2.

Defendants violated the FCA and NCFCA by submitting or causing Defendant

DUKE PRMO, LLC cllb/a Patient Revenue Management Organization ("PRMO" or "Defendant
PRMO") to submit to the Medicare and Medicaid programs false claims involving (1) the
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systematic unbundling of services that are required to be bundled, including regularly adding
Modifier 59 where it was not applicable; (2) falsely billing for "split/shared" services under a
physician's identification number when the services were provided exclusively by a resident; (3)
falsely billing for the presence of physician assistants at coronary bypass surgeries when they
were present only at a related vein harvesting procedure; (4) billing consultation services as
evaluation and management ("ElM") services using an automatic cross-walk feature in
Defendants' coding software when the ElM codes billed did not correspond to the services
actually performed; (5) using so-called "explosion code" features in Defendants' coding software
systematically to bill for services not rendered; and (6) billing surgeries performed by physician
assistants as if surgeons performed them. Finally, PRMO retaliated against Relator Johnson for
her attempts to cause Defendants to halt the above practices.
3.

Defendant PRMO, Defendant DUKE UNIVERSITY HEALTH SYSTEM, INC.

("DUHS" or "Defendant DUHS") and Defendant ASSOCIATED HEALTH SERVICES, Inc.
("AHS" or "Defendant AHS") participate in the Medicare and Medicaid programs in the State of
North Carolina. Defendants DUHS and AHS have provided and continue to provide extensive
medical services to persons covered by the Medicare and Medicaid programs in the State of
North Carolina. Defendant PRMO has billed the Medicare and Medicaid program in the State of
North Carolina on behalf of Defendants DUHS and AHS for the services and materials provided
by Defendants DUHS and AHS to persons covered by the Medicare and Medicaid programs, as
well as private health insurance companies.
4.

On or about December 20, 2012 Relator Johnson through her counsel voluntarily

provided to the Government of the United States of America and to the State ofNorth Carolina
the information on which the allegations herein are based, in compliance with 31 U.S.C. §
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3730(e)(iv)(B), and with N.C. Gen. Stat. § 1-611(d).

JURISDICTION AND VENUE

5.

Title 31 U.S.C. § 3732(a) provides that United States District Courts shall have

jurisdiction over actions brought under the FCA. Section 3732(b) of the same title provides that,
"The district courts shall have jurisdiction over any action brought under the laws of any State
for the recovery of funds paid by a State or local government if the action arises from the same
transaction or occurrence as an action brought under section 3730" of the FCA. The counts in
this action concerning the NCFCA arise from the same transactions or occurrences as the counts
brought under§ 3730 of the FCA.
6.

Section 3732(a) of the FCA provides that: "Any action under section 3730 may be

brought in any judicial district in which the Defendant or, in the case of multiple Defendants, any
one Defendant can be found, resides, transacts business, or in which any act proscribed by
section 3729 occurred." Numerous acts complained of herein occurred within this judicial
district; and Defendant DUHS transacts business in this district by operating one of its principal
hospitals involved in this case, Duke Health Raleigh Hospital, here.
7.

Under both the FCA and the NCFCA, this Complaint is to be filed in camera.

The FCA provides for the Complaint to remain under seal for at least sixty (60) days; under the
NCFCA, it must remain under seal for at least one hundred twenty (120) days. The Complaint
shall not be served on the Defendants until the Court so orders. The Government may elect to
intervene and proceed with the action within sixty (60) days after it receives both the Complaint
and material evidence and information from the Relator, while the State of North Carolina may
make a similar election within one hundred twenty (120) days.

PARTIES TO THE ACTION

3.
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Qui tam Plaintiff Leslie Johnson ("Relator Johnson") is a resident of Westchester

8.

County, New York and a former employee of Defendant PRMO. Relator Johnson brings this
action on behalf of the United States of America and the State of North Carolina. Relator
Johnson brings this action based upon her direct, independent and personal knowledge and also
upon information and belief.

Defendant PRMO employed Relator Johnson beginning on or

about November 4, 2008 and ending on or about May 14,2010.
9.

Relator Johnson held two distinct positions during her tenure with PRMO. She

began as a Coding Supervisor.

In her position as a Coding Supervisor, Relator Johnson

conducted monthly audits of health care claims and services billed to private, federal and state
payors by three DUHS facilities: Duke Health Raleigh Hospital ("DHRH"), Durham Regional
Hospital ("DRH") and the James E. Davis Ambulatory Surgical Center. Relator Johnson audited
the work product of "front end" or "first tier" coders (i.e., the coders who coded the claim in the
first instance) as a Coding Supervisor. She also managed and oversaw the day-to-day coding
functions of a team of professional coders, and advised upper management on the status of
Defendant PRMO's coding functions, as well as any perceived errors, whether specific or
systematic, related to the revenue management cycle processes at Defendants 'DUHS, AHS and
PRMO.
10.

At some point in September 2009, Relator Johnson was reassigned as a Quality

Control Auditor in the Quality Coding Coordinator's Department of PRMO. As Quality Control
Auditor, Relator Johnson also conducted audits of health care claims and services billed to
private, federal and state payors, and advised upper management on the status of Defendant
PRMO's coding functions, as well as any perceived errors, either specific or systemic, related to
the revenue cycle management processes at Defendants DUHS, AHS and PRMO.
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In this

position, Relator Johnson audited not only front end or first tier coders, but also the back end
coders, consisting of the second tier coders (i.e., the coders who reviewed the claims before they
were sent off to the payor) and third tier coders (i.e., the coders who handled payor denied
claims).
11.

Relator Johnson is an original source of information to the United States and the

State of North Carolina.

Relator Johnson has direct and independent knowledge of the

information on which the allegations herein are based and has voluntarily provided the
information to the United States and the State of North Carolina before filing an action under the
FCA and the NCFCA which is based on such information.
12.

Defendant DUHS is a North Carolina not-for-profit corporation organized and

controlled by Duke University ("Duke University" or "the University"). Defendant DUHS owns
three hospitals operated as divisions-Duke University Hospital (DUH), DRH and DHRH-and
several subsidiaries and controlled affiliates. Defendant DUHS' principle office is located at 310
Blackwell Street, 4 1h Floor, Box 104124, Durham, NC 27710.
13.

DUH is a tertiary and quaternary care hospital located on the campus of Duke

University in Durham, North Carolina. The facility, which is leased from the University, hosts
957 acute care and specialty beds and is operated by DUHS. DUH provides patient care and
medical education, in addition to performing clinical research. DUH employs 7,153 individuals
and has 1,437 physicians on medical staff.
14.

DRH has been operating for more than 35 years, as successor to the Lincoln and

Watts hospitals. DRH is a full-service community hospital that hosts 369 patient beds which are
leased from Durham County and operated by DUHS for an initial term of twenty years which
began on July I, 1998. Durham Regional provides inpatient, outpatient, surgical and emergency
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care, and features a level II special care nursery, the Durham Rehabilitation Institute and the
James E. Davis Ambulatory Surgical Center. For the 2012-2013 year, the U.S. News and World
Report ranked DRH the number five hospital in North Carolina, out of 147 hospitals. DRH
employs 1,626 individuals and has 676 physicians on medical staff. DRH's principal office is
located at 3643 North Roxboro Road, Durham, NC 27704.
15.

DHRH is a community hospital located in Raleigh, North Carolina, licensed for

186 acute care beds which are leased from Duke University. DHRH has been a part of DUHS
since 1998. Its anesthesiology and wound healing programs, as well as the pain clinic, are
provided by independently contracted healthcare providers that are not affiliated with DUHS.
DHRH employs 1,076 individuals and has 571 physicians on medical staff. DHRH's principal
office is located at Wake Forest Road, Raleigh, NC 27609.
16.

Defendant PRMO, organized and existing as a limited liability company under the

laws of the State of North Carolina, is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Defendant DUHS.
Defendant PRMO's business is to manage the billing and accounts receivable activity of DUHS
and the Private Diagnostic Clinic, PLLC (PDC). Defendant PRMO's principle office is located
at DUHS Corporate Finance, Durham, NC 27705.
17.

The PDC is a professional limited liability company consisting of physicians

practicing primarily within DUHS facilities and contiguous PDC clinics. The purpose of the
PDC is to provide a structure separate from the University and DUHS in which members of the
physician faculty of the Duke University School of Medicine may engage in the private practice
of medicine and still serve as members of the faculty of the University conducting clinical
teaching and medical research.
18.

Defendant AHS d/b/a the James E. Davis Ambulatory Surgical Center ("DASC")

6
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is a controlled affiliate of DUHS. AHS is an outpatient surgery facility located in Durham,
North Carolina, licensed for eight (8) operating rooms. During the tenn of AHS' lease for its
principal real estate, DUHS nominates and appoints a majority of the Board of Directors of AHS.

19.

Defendant

was, at all times relevant to this matter,
ueJ:en<Jtant PRMO. Defendant~
appointed to this position on or about May 3, 2004. However, Defendant ~as employed in
some capacity by Defendant DUHS and/or Defendant PRMO since 1998. Defendant-s
responsibilities at Defendants PRMO and DUHS include the overall operation and process
design of systems and procedures for coding, reimbursement and charge description master
departments. Defendant-also participates in third party audit appeals processes to recover
revenue and manages all internal reimbursement programs. In 20 t 0, Defendant - w a s a
member of the Physician's Quality Reporting Initiative ("PQRI") Core Team at Duke, whose
purpose is "to encourage quality improvement and avoidance of unnecessary costs in the care of
Medicare beneficiaries." He may still hold this position. Defendant- is a resident of

20.

Defendant

during the period Relator Johnson was employed by PRMO, the
at Defendants DUHS and/or PRMO.
member of

Defendant - w a s also a

and may still be today. Upon information and belief,
of Defendants DUHS and/or

Defendant- is currently
PRMO.
21.

Defendant

during the
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..
period Relator Johnson

was

employed by PRMO, the
in the Quality Coding Coordinator's Department of PRMO.

Upon information and belief,
prior to Relator Johnson's arrival at PRMO. Defendant - w a s Relator Johnson's.

~en Relator Johnson was a Quality Control Auditor.
along with Defendants

-was

also a member of

and may still be today.

Upon information and belief, as of July 2011, Defendant-has been employed as the
at PRMO.

-

Defendant-is a resident o f -

FALSE CLAIMS ACT
22.

Federal law prohibits falsely representing that work has been performed that was

not in fact performed, or making misrepresentations in order to obtain payment funds to which a
party is not entitled. 31 U.S.C.A. §§ 3729 el seq.

23.

The FALSE CLAIMS ACT is the primary law on which the federal government relies

to recover losses caused by fraud. Avco Com. v. Dept. of Justice, 884 F.2d 621, 622 (D.C. Cir.
1989). The FCA creates civil liability for making a false claim for payment by the government:
Any person who(A)

knowingly presents, or causes to be presented, a false or fraudulent claim for
payment or approval; [or]
(B) knowingly makes, uses, or causes to be made or used, a false record or
statement material to a false or fraudulent claim; [orJ

[... )
(G) knowingly makes, uses, or causes to be made or used, a false record or
statement material to an obligation to pay or transmit money or property to
the Government, or knowingly conceals or knowingly and improperly avoids
or decreases an obligation to pay or transmit money or property to the
Government,
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is liable to the United States Government[ ... ]
31 U.S.C. § 3729(a)(1). The FCA also permits private citizens to bring gui tam suits to enforce
the FCA. Id. § 3730(b).
24.

The Supreme Court has stated that Congress intended that the FCA be broadly

applied to protect government funds and property from fraudulent claims. U.S. v. Niefert-White
Co., 390 U.S. 228 (1968).
25.

Furthermore, federal law prohibits an employer from retaliating against an

employee "because of lawful acts done by the employee [ ... ] in furtherance of an action under
this section or other efforts to stop 1 or more violations." 31 U.S.C. § 3730(h)(l). The relief
available to an employee under federal law is two times the amount of back pay and interest on
the back pay; reinstatement with the same seniority status; and compensation for any special
damages, including litigation costs. 31 U.S.C. § 3730(h)(2). The statute of limitations for such
employee to bring a retaliation claim against employer is three (3) years. 31 U.S.C. § 3730(h)(3).

NORTH CAROLINA'S FALSE CLAIMS ACT
26.

While the FCA imposes civil liability for the presentation to the Federal

Government of a false claim for payment, the NCFCA mirrors the FCA, imposing liability for
presentation of false claims to the government of North Carolina.
27.

The NCFCA imposes civil liability on,

Any person who [ ... ]:
(1) Knowingly presents or causes to be presented a false or fraudulent claim for
payment or approval.
(2) Knowingly makes, uses, or causes to be made or used, a false record or
statement material to a false or fraudulent claim.

9
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[... ]
(7) Knowingly makes, uses, or causes to be made or used, a false record or
statement material to an obligation to pay or transmit money or property to the State,
or knowingly conceals or knowingly and improperly avoids or decreases an
obligation to pay or transmit money or property to the State.
N.C. Gen. Stat. § l-607(a). The NCFCA permits private persons to bring an action on behalf of
the State. N.C. Gen. Stat. §l-608(b).
28.

Furthermore, the NCFCA maintains an anti-retaliation provision:

any employee, contractor or agent who is discharged, demoted, suspended, threatened,
harassed or in any other manner discriminated against in the terms and conditions of
employment because oflawful acts done [... ] in furtherance of an action under the article
or in furtherance of other efforts to stop one or more violations of G .S. § 1-607 [... ] shall
be entitled to all relief necessary to make the employee whole. N.C. Gen. Stat. §1-613.
The relief available under federal law is the same under North Carolina law. /d.
FACTS OF CASE
29.

As set forth below, Defendants DUHS and PRMO (1) systematically unbundled

services that are required to be bundled, including regularly adding Modifier 59 where it was not
applicable; (2) falsely billed for "split/shared" services under a physician's identification number
when the services were provided exclusively by a resident; (3) falsely billed for the presence of
physician assistants at coronary bypass surgeries when they were present only at a related vein
harvesting procedure; (4) billed consultation services as ElM services using an automatic crosswalk feature in Defendants' coding software when the ElM codes billed did not correspond to
the services actually performed; (5) systematically used so-called "explosion code" features in
Defendants' coding software to bill separately for services that should be bundled; and (6) billed
surgeries performed by physician assistants as if surgeons performed them. Finally, PRMO
retaliated against Relator Johnson for her attempts to cause Defendants to halt the above
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practices.
30.

Except where otherwise stated, to the best of Relator's knowledge, the fraudulent

practices began prior to her employment at PRMO, unless otherwise indicated.

Duke Medicine
31.

The Duke health system attracts a total of more than 61,000 inpatient stays and

1.8 million outpatient visits annually.
32.

According to the June 30, 2005 and 2006 "DUKE UNIVERSITY HEALTH

SYSTEM, INC. AND AFFILIATES: Consolidated Financial Statements and Supplementary
Schedules," between 1999 and 2006, gross revenue from Medicare ranged from 34% to 37% of
total gross revenue and gross revenue from Medicaid ranged from 10% to 14% of total gross
revenue.
33.
for DUHS.

PRMO, as mentioned supra, manages the billing and accounts receivable activity
Formed in 2001, PRMO focuses on streamlining the revenue cycle through

management of scheduling, registration, coding, reimbursement, billing, collections, managed
care contracting and customer service. The organization consists of over 1,300 employees and in
fiscal year 2008, PRMO was responsible for billing $4 billion in gross charges while collecting
$2 billion in cash. The mission of the organization is "to provide patients with a first class
administrative experience, commensurate with their clinical experience, while ensuring that
Duke University Health System and the physicians associated with Duke are reimbursed
accurately and efficiently for the services provided."
34.

The coding system at DUHS is divided into two separate sections, surgeon coding

and hospital coding. The surgeon coding is partially managed by PRMO, while the hospital
coding, upon information and belief, is managed by another company, Health Information
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Management (HIM). At the time Relator Johnson worked for PRMO, some surgical departments
handled their own billing and coding. The departments for which PRMO handled billing and
coding, at least in part, included and may still include: the Cardiac Catheterization Lab, Gastric
Surgery (excluding endoscopies), General Surgery, Gynecology, Labor and Delivery
(Obstetrics), Psychiatries and Urology at DRH; Cardiology, Cardiothoracic, Emergency
Department, Gastroenterology (including endoscopies), Gynecology, Oncology, Labor &
Delivery (Obstetrics), Ophthalmology, Podiatry and Orthopedics at DUH, North Pavilion; the
Emergency Department and Neurosurgery at DHRH; and Podiatry and Orthopedics at the Davis
Ambulatory Surgical Center. This list is by no means exhaustive.
35.

DUHS used, and may still use, a billing system internally referred to as "IDX" or

"IDX billing system."
36.

There are three levels or tiers of coders within DUHS. It was, at the time Relator

was employed by PRMO, Duke's policy to hire only those coders who were certified by AAPC
or the American Health Information Management Association ("AHIMA").

The first tier

consists of coders who are stationed outside of the surgery rooms. Hospitalists and psychiatrists
used, and may still use, a green sheet-the "PDC Inpatient Billing" form-to assign Evaluation
and Management ("ElM") codes, as well as to write out diagnoses for each patient encounter.
These first tier coders, based on the green sheets, would translate the written diagnoses and enter
this data into the IDX billing system. While Relator Johnson worked for PRMO, a medical
billing service program called MDEverywhere ("MDE") was being used within DUHS. This
program actually allowed physicians to bypass the coder data entry because physicians could
enter their notes directly for dictation, and their codes would be chosen by MDE and interfaced
with the IDX billing system. In these cases, the first tier coders never saw the claim, unless a
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scrub report (described below) returned the claim for errors.
37.

The IDX billing system "scrubbed" claims for any immediate errors. The second

tier coders would examine claims that the "scrubber" deemed ''unclean" due to coding error.
The second tier coders would "fix" any coding errors by adding modifiers or changing codes in
order to get the claim into a form likely to be paid.
38.

The third tier of coders constitutes the "denials team." They review claims that

have been rejected by the relevant payor.
39.

As a Coding Supervisor and then as a Quality Control Auditor, Relator Johnson

personally audited random samples of claims for assigned coders and reported her findings on
"Auditor Feedback Sheets" which were submitted to her supervisors. In her position as Coding
Supervisor, Relator Johnson only audited first tier coders. When she transitioned to Quality
Control Auditor, she began auditing second and third tier coders (also called "back end coders"),
in addition to first tier coders.

Systematic unbundling ofservices that were supposed to be bundled,
including regularly adding Modifier 59
40.

Bundling refers to the combining of two or more services that have separate codes

into a single code. Some services that are bundled may not be unbundled under any
circumstance; the codes are considered to be an integral part of each other and cannot be billed
separately. When coding rules indicate that two codes are bundled "and may not be unbundled
using any modifier," these services may not be billed on the same date of service. Modifier 59
may not be used in an effort to override these rules.
41.

Under certain circumstances, however, a physician may need to indicate that a

procedure or service was distinct or independent from other services performed on the same day
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which is normally bundled with it. Modifier 59 is used to identify procedures/services that are
normally bundled, but are correctly being billed as separate services under the circumstances.
This may represent a different session or patient encounter, different procedure or surgery,
different site or organ system, separate incision/excision, separate lesion or separate injury not
ordinarily encountered or performed on the same day by the same physician.
42.

The most common reason the Modifier 59 should be used is to indicate that two

or more procedures were performed at the same visit but to different sites on the relevant
patient's body. It should never be used strictly to prevent a service from being bundled or to
deceive the payor's system. When using Modifier 59, documentation should be in the patient's
medical file that substantiates that the services were performed separately.
43.

During the fall of 2008 and the winter of 2009, while Relator Johnson was

employed by PRMO as a Coding Supervisor, Relator Johnson was repeatedly told to make sure
that the coders were coding out all "codeable" procedures found in the operative reports.
PRMO,

the

PRMO, instructed Relator Johnson to do this both via telephone and in
person. "Codeable" meant that any procedure that was documented in the operative report was
to be coded, regardless of bundling policies. Relator Johnson was told that coders were to code
strictly from the Current Procedural Terminology ("CPT'') guidelines, irrespective of the Correct
Coding Initiative ("CCI") Edits or any Payor Policy.

PRMO personnel gave these same

who coded for Defendant AHS' Davis

instructions to PRMO employee

Ambulatory Surgical Center. This resulted in wrongful unbundling in Medicare and Medicaid
billings of Defendants DUHS and AHS.
44.

The coders knew that the unbundling (also called "double billing") was
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.
'

inappropriate, so to get them to unbundle, the Defendants' coding supervisors falsely told them
that the system would "wash" the procedures that should be bundled; that is, the system would
self-correct the inappropriately unbundled claims. Specifically, Defendant - - l i k e l y at
Defendant-s request-told Relator Johnson, her supervisors and the team leaders that the
system would correct the procedures that should be bundled, and they forwarded this infonnation
to the coders.

45.

Relator Johnson spoke

team members when she was a Quality Control Auditor-regarding the systematic unbundling.
acknowledged that it was occurring and that it was wrong.
-infonned Relator Johnson that these wrongly coded claims were "going out the door"
anyway, meaning being submitted to Medicare and Medicaid, which he knew because he was
if

doing the auditing and witnessing this phenomenon. When Relator Johnson asked

he had told anyone, he responded that there was no one to teU anymore and that he had objected
to the wrongful unbundling since he began auditing for PRMO. He then repeated an adage
which he had expressed to Relator Johnson once before: "There's a right way, a wrong way and
the Duke way."

46.

In the spring of 2009, Relator Johnson,

with
were fonner lead coders at North Pavilion, which is located a block away from DUH and houses
DASC and Adult Bone Marrow Transplantation Outpatient Clinic. Mr.

instructed

Relator Johnson and the lead coders that, when there were multiple CPT codes, not to link the
diagnoses to the procedures because "IDX" would cause the claims to split off and Physician
Quality Reporting Initiative ("PQRI") infonnation would not be sent with the claims. In other
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.
'

words, when there are multiple procedures that take place for different reasons, the primary
diagnosis needs to be indicated. The main or primary diagnosis is mandated by the World
Health Organization (..WHO"), the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention ("CDC'') and
CMS. If it is not indicated, payors cannot identify the exact reason for the procedure.

47.

Relator Johnson,

and

objected to this coding

procedure, expressing that it was incorrect. Defendan~as distressed by this reaction,
but not being a trained coder, he could not refute them.

silent

with Defendant
agreement with Relator Johnson,

The meeting adjourned with

all in agreement that a follow-up meeting should occur, but Relator Johnson soon moved to her
new position as Quality Control Auditor, and the meeting never occurred.
48.

In the fall of 2009, when Relator Johnson changed positions within PRMO, she
told her was true. That is, in her capacity as

quickly learned firsthand that what

Quality Control Auditor, she personally witnessed wrongly unbundled claims being billed out
and, further, she saw that the IDX system did not "wash out" the wrongly unbundled claims, as
indicated it would. Relator Johnson also became aware of the fact that the
"back end coders" were routinely putting modifiers on bundled claims in order to get them paid.
Modifiers 58, 78 and 79 were used interchangeably; Modifier 59 was placed on all bundled
codes regardless of documentation or CCI instruction, and regardless of payor.
49.

During Relator Johnson's audits, she brought multiple examples to the attention

of her supervisor, Defendant- on several occasions. Relator Johnson explained what the
procedures were, that it was not correct to unbundle them and that Duke was at risk because the
back end coders were instructed to add the Modifiers. Defendant- indicated that she
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..
understood.

SO.

A common example of the wrongful unbundling and addition of Modifier 59,
pertains to anesthesia claims. The codes

36556 and 93503 were frequently billed together. 36556 is to be used for the insertion of nontunneled centrally inserted central venous catheter in a patient five (5) years or older and 93503
is to be used for the insertion and placement of flow directed catheter (e.g., Swan-Ganz) for
monitoring purposes. 36556 and 93503, however, must be bundled unless they are established in
different sites. Occasionally, two separate access sites to the central circulation are required.
One site is used for the measurement of cardiovascular function, the other dedicated to the
administration of medications or fluids. This would justify separate (i.e., unbundled) charges for
two 36556s or one 36556 and one 93503. Relator Johnson determined that in many cases, both
36556 and 93503 were billed, without regard to whether there was a single placement site or
more. Not only were these claims billed without regard to the number of sites, but any denials
due to bundling issues were appended with a Modifier 59 without regard to CCI edit rules about
the need for different site placement in order for this modifier to be proper.
51.

In January of 2010, Relator Johnson spoke with Defendant

and

questioned the way the denials team (the coders handling billings which had been denied by
payors) conducted their audits and corrections. Relator Johnson explained to Defendant
that Modifier 59 should not be arbitrarily added.
a third tier coder who Relator Johnson was auditing at the time, and Relator
Johnson. At the meeting, Relator Johnson asked

if the coders looked at the entire

claim when determining whether to place Modifier 59 or if they just looked at the line item.
Relator Johnson was told that they just looked at the line item and that if there was
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documentation supporting that procedure, they would automatically add Modifier 59. Other
procedures did not bear on their decision to add Modifier 59.
52.

During February 20 I 0, Relator Johnson e-mailed Defendant

her of this misuse of Modifier 59.
53.

On April 20, 2010, when Relator Johnson gave verbal notice to Defendant
she was leaving her position at PRMO, Relator Johnson reiterated that Duke was at

risk, and that "the arbitrary placement of Modifier 59 onto denied bundled procedures was a

ticking time bomb."

Split/shared ElM visits were conducted exclusively by residents
but were billed under physician provider numbers
54.

An inpatient Split/Shared Evaluation and Management ("ElM") service is defined

by the CMS 10M Publication 100-04, Chapter 12, Section 30.6.1(8), as an ElM
service, " ...shared between a physician and a [Non-Physician Practitioner ("NPP")] from the
same group practice and the physician provides any face-to-face portion of the ElM encounter
with the patient." Additionally, 10M Publication 100-04, Chapter 12, Section 30.6.13 (H) states
that, "A split/shared ElM visit is defined by Medicare Part B payment policy as a medically
necessary encounter with a patient where the physician and a qualified NPP each personally
perform a substantive portion of an ElM visit face-to-face with the same patient on the same date
of service. A substantive portion of an ElM visit involves all or some portion of the history,
exam or medical decision making key components of an ElM service."
55.

For a split/shared ElM service to be legally billable, both the physician and the

NPP must each personally perform part of the visit, and both the physician and the NPP must
document the part(s) that he or she personally performed. When the supporting documentation
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does not demonstrate that the physician "perfonned a substantive portion of the ElM visit faceto-face with the same patient on the same date of service," a service billed under the physician's
Provider transaction Access Number ("PTAN") should be denied.
56.

Notes documented by the NPP for ElM services perfonned independently within

a facility, and later reviewed and co-signed by the physician, depict neither a scribe situation nor
an appropriate split/shared visit. In this situation, the service should be billed under the NPP's
provider number, and would be reimbursed at the established rate for that provider.
57.

At DRH, when pregnant women came into the Emergency Department, they were

brought to the OB suite. The OB/GYN patients in these instances were ''unassigned." They
were coming into the Emergency Department for delivery or care, but did not have a previous
relationship with any of the OB/GYN physicians at DRH. These patients typically reverted to
Medicaid and would be reassigned to an OB clinic or sent to the Lincoln Hospital clinic for
continuing care.
58.

In or around November 2008, Relator Johnson's daughter utilized the DRH

OB/GYN Department when she began experiencing heart palpitations and shortness of breath
during her pregnancy. Relator Johnson's daughter told her that she had only been seen by a
resident, yet Relator Johnson discovered that the claim was billed as though a physician had seen
her.
59.

Relator Johnson was the supervisor over various OB coders at DRH, including
In the spring of 2009, Relator Johnson

and

discovered that many physicians within the OB/GYN department were signing off on cases for
patients that they did not service. A resident would see the patient but the claim would be billed
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split/shared service signature issues in the OB/GYN department at DRH. Mr.

that

he knew about the signature issues and that the coders should not be concerned, as he was taking
measures to remedy the problem.
63.

To the Relator's knowledge, the issue was not resolved. In September 2009,

Relator Johnson was transferred to the auditing department and began her new position as a
Quality Control Auditor.

Billing Physician Assistants as present during coronary artery bypass
surgeries, though they were only presentfor the vein harvesting procedures
64.

Coronary Artery Bypass Surgery ("CABG") is a surgical procedure in which one

or more blocked coronary arteries are bypassed by a blood vessel graft to restore nonnal blood
flow to the heart. These grafts usually come from the patient's own arteries and veins located in
the chest (thoracic), leg (saphenous) or ann (radial). The graft goes around the blocked artery (or
arteries) to create new pathways for oxygen-rich blood to flow to the heart.
65.

Patients undergoing a CABO often have their saphenous veins harvested, or

removed for later use in the bypass. PAs generally remove saphenous veins through incisions in
the legs. The DUH, Duke North Cardiology Department typically employs the Endoscopic Vein
Harvesting method, where two or three l-inch long incisions are made in one or both legs. Then,
an endoscope connected to a video camera is inserted into the incisions and the saphenous
vein(s) is removed. As the vein is removed from the leg by a PA, the surgeon simultaneously
opens the chest by dividing the breast bone or sternum.
66.

The CABG procedure can take anywhere from three to six hours. In many cases,

the PA leaves the surgical room after the endoscopic vein harvest has been completed.
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Harvesting generally takes I0 to 40 minutes, depending on the length of vein harvested. 2
67.

Harvesting of a venous graft is integral to the perfonnance of a CABG venous

bypass. CPT codes 37700-37735 (ligation of saphenous veins) are not to be separately reported
in addition to CPT codes 33510-33523 (coronary artery bypass).
68.

In January of 201

asked to temporarily

place; he was a DUH, North Pavilion first tier coder in the Cardiology Department and was
taking maternity leave.

and Relator Johnson

together. They were aU team members in the Quality Coding Coordinator's Department of

PRMO, under the direct supervision of Defendantdiscovered cases in which

had coded PAs as assistant surgeons in CABG cases.

However. the PAs only assisted on the harvesting of the saphenous vein.
contacted

told her that the surgeons told him to bill these cases

out as if the PA had assisted throughout the entire case.

told

the

surgeons knew that the harvest was included in the bypass service, and that in order to be paid
for the time it took for the PA to do the saphenous vein harvesting, they billed as if the PA had
assisted throughout the entire CABG. This was improper because a PA's services in the bypass
operation are only billable if the PA assisted the surgery, not if the PA harvested the vein.
69.

The surgeons knew that billing PAs as assistant surgeons was inappropriate when

they were only involved in the vein harvesting procedure and nonetheless directed the coders to
do so.
70.

~as quite upset and refused to bill this way but other coders did. She

ZSee: Tianjie Lai, et al., The Transition from Open to Endoscopic Saphenous Vein Harvesting and Its Clinical
Impact, Tex Heart lnst J., version 33(3),pp. 316-320 (2006), available at
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC I592263/.
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brought the cases to Defendant-s attention.
s response to Relator Johnson, as

did not relay Defendant
feared that discussing the situation any

further could create evidence of fraud.

Systematic ElM UpcodJng
71.

A consultation is the process of taking a history. performing a physical

examination and ordering and interpreting appropriate diagnostic tests for the purpose of
rendering an expert opinion about a patient"s illness and/or injury. The key coding issues are the
location of the services, the extent of the history obtained, the extent of the examination
performed and the complexity of medical decision making.
72.

For services rendered on or after January I, 2010, consultation service codes

{CPT codes 99241-99245 and 99251-99255) may not be billed to Medicare. Physicians must use
visit/outpatient or inpatient hospital EvaJuation and Management {"FJM") codes to bill Medicare
for the services formerly covered by consultation codes.
73.

When billing Medicare, providers are now required to use other ElM codes when

they provide services that were previously coded as consultations. Specifically. for office or
outpatient consultations, Medicare no longer recognizes codes 99241 to 99245. but, instead,
requires providers to bill these services as new (99201 to 99205) or established office/outpatient

{99211 to 99215) visits. For inpatient consultations, Medicare no longer recognizes codes 99251
to 99255 but instead requires providers to bill these services as initial inpatient patient visits

(99221 to 99223). For inpatient initial hospital visits, the admitting physician must append a
modifier. AI, in order for the consulting physician to get reimbursed.
74.

In a public meeting, Defendant

announced that DUHS would still use

consultation codes, despite that they were officiaJly being done away with by Medicare as of
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that rather than have medical staff and coders learn

January 1, 2010. Defendant

the ElM codes, which would be a lot of work, the IDX system would automatically crosswalk the
consultation codes to respective ElM codes. This allowed staff and coders to input consultation
codes, from which the IDX system created bills for ElM services
75.

In January 2010, while pursuing audit trails, Relator Johnson saw that the coders

would enter a discontinued consult code and that the consult code would then get "lost., The
IDX software was hardwired to cross the consultation code over to an equivalent new patient
ElM code (99201 to 99205) or established patient ElM code (99211 to 99215) on the first scrub.
The original code should still have been present on the claim, as it was the code input by the first
tier coder. The original code did not show up, however, which made it look like the coder was
selecting the ElM code in the first instance.

76.
Johnson was

and may still be, a first tier coder for PRMO at DRH. Relator
supervisor. When Relator Johnson audited

claims, she could

not access the documentation underlying the claim, as it was located in the MOE system. As an
auditor, she had no access to MOE. This was a failure in the audit function.
expressed dissatisfaction with being unable to access the underlying medical documentation for
claims that he was auditing to Relator Johnson.
77.

In order to better understand the process of the first tier coders and the IDX

billing system, Relator Johnson spoke to

reported that she would enter the

consultation code listed on the green "PDC Inpatient Billing" fonn.

told Relator

Johnson that she did not review any of the patient medical records to ensure the accuracy of the
code selected by the provider, she relied solely on the inpatient billing form and the consultation
code listed thereon. Relator Johnson saw "CC" modifiers in claims

coded, which
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means "crosswalk," and asked her if she had input them. -explained: "I don't recall
doing that, but ifi did, Pm sorry, I'll try to do better." Relator Johnson did not believe that
coded claims as such, as

audits had averaged in the 96% accuracy range and

her data entries rarely had any errors. Relator Johnson concluded that: (1)

not

have put in a code that was not specifically on the PDC Inpatient Billing fonn unless it was an
accident or unless she was told to do it; (2) the ''CC" modifier is selected automatically by the
lOX system; and (3) that the coders did not know about the modifier and were unable to enter it
into their charge entry.
78.

about the "CC" modifier.

the "programming guru" for IDX in the BiJiing Systems department of PRMO, under the direct
supervision
her e-mail.

called Relator Johnson to confinn that she had received
however, did not respond in writing to Relator Johnson's inquiry. Instead,
out of her way to come by Relator Johnson's desk and told Relator

Johnson that it was the coder who input the ElM Code instead of putting in the code that the
physician had circled on the PDC Inpatient Billing form, and according to her supervisors, the
coder had also input the "CC" modifier. Relator Johnson asked
reviewed the examples she had sent, and
Johnson expressed doubt about

her supervisor had

· that neither of them had done so. Relator
s explanation, and explained that "CC" was evidently a

system modifier; the coders neither knew about this modifier nor could they enter it in on their

own.
79.

Ultimately, no one verified whether the ElM code selected through the crosswalk

feature accurately reflected the services provided. Relator Johnson saw that the consultation
codes would often correspond to ElM codes automatically selected by lOX that reflected
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.
'

services that were much more comprehensive, and therefore reimbursed at a higher rate, than the
services actually provided.
80.

At DRH, interns would rotate through the hospital several times per year. Relator

Johnson worked with these interns. One intern told Relator Johnson that she was instructed to
select any consultation code she wanted, regardless of the services rendered. The intern was
disturbed by this instruction, relaying this feeling to Relator Johnson.
81.

Relator Johnson expressed her concern about the crosswalk feature, the inability

for auditors to access the underlying patient records of the claims they were auditing and the
loose use of the consultation codes to Defendant
82.

as well as

No further action was taken by Defendant

or

Explosion codes: numerous codes were billed automatically
wilhout regard for services actually performed
83.

Explosion codes are unique CPT codes created for insurance purposes, and they

allow multiple, commonly used CPT codes to be billed by a single keystroke by a coder. They
allow a provider to establish a single CPT code which triggers the billing software to create a bill
for all CPT codes related to a procedure.
84.

Explosion codes are incorporated in nearly all modem coding software. In many

cases, the explosion codes are correct. In any event, claims containing explosion codes are
generally reviewed by a coder for accuracy prior to billing the payor, with the expectation the
coder will delete excessive CPT code items from the resulting bill.
85.

instructed the auditors, including Relator Johnson, regarding the

existence of the explosion codes. While conducting audits, Relator Johnson recognized common
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•'

bill patterns from the explosion code feature. She recognized that claims were being submitted
for payment with the full array of codes produced by the explosion code feature in the system,
even when they were not a reflection of the services rendered. That is, they were not reviewed,
either because the operator failed to review the codes produced by an explosion code or because
the explosion code feature operated after the screen was closed.
86.

Explosion codes often resulted in billing procedures separately when they should

have been billed together under a single code. For example, in regard to anesthesia claims,
Relator Johnson's review of the records revealed the explosion code feature always added 36000
when 36556 and/or 93503 were billed. The placement of an intravenous access line (CPT code
36000) prior to the administration of general anesthesia is a "standard preparation/monitoring
service." This procedure is necessary to prepare the patient for a general anesthesia procedure
and, therefore, is included as a part of the anesthesia service; i.e., CPT code 36000 is bundled
into all anesthesia service codes.

87.

Relator Johnson expressed concern

the explosion codes and the

fact that they did not result in proper billing of services rendered. Upon information and belief,
not pursue Relator Johnson's concern.
Surgeries petformed by Physlcilln Assistants billed
os though petfonned by surgeons

88.

"Incident to a physician's professional services means that the services or supplies

are furnished as an integral, although incidental, part of the physician's personal professional
services in the course of diagnosis or treatment of an injury or illness." CMS, Medicare Benefit
Policy Manual, Chapter 15 -Covered Medical and Other Health Services, §60.1.
89.

To qualify as "incident to," services must be part of a patient's normal course of
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treatment, during which a physician personally perfonned an initial service and remains actively
involved in the course of treatment. The physician need not be physically present in the patient's
treatment room while these services are provided, but the physician must provide direct
supervision; that is, the physician must be present in the office suite to render assistance, if
necessary. The patient record should document the essential requirements for "incident to"
service.

90.

In July

instructed Relator Johnson to

a

coder at DHRH, include a supervising physician on her data entry when a physician assistant
("PA") perfonned a surgery. The supervising physician's name was to come from an "on call"
list.

Whether the supervising physician was actually present in the office suite to render
infonned Relator Johnson that PRMO billed

assistance was not a consideration.
PA services as "incident to" all the time.
91.

Relator Johnson wrote an e-mail to

respectfully declining his

request to instruct - t o select supervising physicians from an "on call" list, without
regard to whether the supervising physician was actually present in the office suite to render
assistance while a PA performed the surgery. Relator Johnson was not willing to encourage her
coders to randomly assign physicians to surgery claims, thereby falsifying the claims, without
supporting documentation that the physician had contact with the patient at some point and was
present in the office suite to render assistance during the surgery.
92.

from PDC

Compliance.
PAs with their own provider identification numbers for Blue Cross, Blue Shield ("BCBS") of
NC, and that the PAs certainly did meet the "incident to" requirements for CMS.
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93.

PDC, e-

In August 2009,

mailed Relator Johnson to ask if the matter had been resolved and, if not, if she would like to
offer.

meet with him to discuss the issue. Relator Johnson accepted
94.

At this

time~as gone on vacation and

-had

taken over

s responsibilities for the time being. Relator Johnson discussed this matter with
-

- w a s understanding and agreed that the procedures did not meet the

"incident to" requirements.
95.

present, though

At the meeting with

told Relator Johnson that they had permission from BCBS of NC to bill

not.

"incident to" under the supervising physician until September or October.
Relator Johnson that they were complying with CMS policy, and instructed another compliance
coder to give Relator Johnson the rules. They were the same rules that Relator Johnson

had

in

her hands. The copies she was given, however, were not current; rather, they were dated back to
the early 2000s.
96.

To Relator Johnson's knowledge, there was no resolution to this issue and the

Defendants continued to bill the PA services this way. She was transferred out to the auditing
department in September 2009.

Retaliation
97.

As mentioned supra, Relator Johnson joined the Coding Quality team of PRMO

under the supervision of Defendant

in September 2009. Relator Johnson, also noted

supra, immediately witnessed firsthand the systematic improper unbundling of procedures and
s assurance that they
would correct them, as well as the indiscriminate appendage of Modifier 59 on all bundled
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attention, as she was
concerned about these improper billing patterns, and from that point forward their relationship
began to deteriorate.
98.

In October 2009, Defendant

requiring Relator Johnson to explain

her work progress on a regular basis, approximately two to three times per week.

Relator

detailed account of how many claims she had

Johnson was required to give

audited. During one of the meetings, Defendan-ccused Relator Johnson of making an
error; apparently, according to Defendant

Relator Johnson labeled her monthly audit

report on one of the coders with the wrong month. Relator Johnson does not believe that she
made this error.
99.

Each month, Defendant

would assign various coders to each of the

auditors. The auditors would then proceed to audit a sample of each of the coders' respective
claims.
100.

took vacation time, as his wife was gravely ill.

had an

accident with his finger, which required surgery and thus even more time off. For two months in
a row, and at the last minute both times, Relator Johnson was assigned

s entire group

of coders to audit. Relator Johnson's deadline was not extended, despite that she essentially had
twice the workload; she was still required to meet the standard s•h of the month deadline. Relator
thought that this was an unfair expectation. Relator Johnson did not
fault

as he was dealing with serious issues and she felt that they were a team.
however, was angry with Relator Johnson because Relator Johnson did not

meet the unadjusted deadline. Relator Johnson was the first to submit her auditing results out of
her entire team, however. Defendant _ . . , a s not angry with the other auditors.
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101.

In November of 2009, Relator Johnson explained to Defendant

she

was ill from the effects of Graves' disease-an autoimmune disease-and that she now required
this would not interfere with her

medication, but she assured Defendant
perfonnance.
102.

At each of her meetings with Defendant

persistently urge Relator Johnson to take leave under the Family and Medical Leave Act
("FMLA"). Relator Johnson was present, prompt and sometimes stayed later than 6 or 7pm to
get her audits finished. Each time, she declined the proposal for leave under FMLA. Upon

leave under FMLA out of genuine concern for her well-being.
103.

On or about January 28, 2010, Relator Johnson fell and seriously sprained her left

ankle and broke the lateral malleolus in her right ankle, requiring surgery. On February 11,
2010, Relator Johnson was operated on at Duke's own DASC by a DUHS-employed physician.
It was anticipated that she would be able to go back to work in two weeks. However, the cast

was placed too tightly. When Relator Johnson would put her foot down, her toes would turn
purple and her circulation was cut off. As such, her physician extended her medical leave time.
104.

In March 201 0, Relator Johnson applied for leave under FMLA and was told by

Defendants' personnel that she did not qualify for donated paid time off (PTO} from other
employees, although a couple of her fellow employees had recommended that she look into it so
that they could donate some of their PTO to her. One such individual willing to donate some of
her time was

Pursuant to FMLA, a covered employer must grant an eligible

employee up to a total of 12 workweeks of unpaid leave in a 12 month period when the
employee is unable to work because of a serious health condition. A donated leave or leave-
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sharing program allows employees to donate leave into a reserve for employees who have
exhausted their leave to use in the event of an emergency.
105.

During this time, due to Relator's efforts to halt the improper billing practices

described above, Defendant

refused to allow Relator Johnson to work from home,

despite that DUHS and PRMO have systems that enable their employees to do so. In fact, in
Relator Johnson's previous position as Coding Supervisor, she had been able to access the
DUHSIPRMO system from home over the weekends in order to get a head start on her week's
work. Yet, despite its availability, Defendant

not willing to allow work from home

to accommodate Relator Johnson's serious health condition.
106.

Eventually, Relator Johnson ran out of paid leave time. In order to maintain her

health insurance coverage, she continued to pay for it out of pocket. By refusing to allow
Relator Johnson to work from home, which was an option available through the DUHS and/or
PRMO systems, Defendant PRMO by and through its agents and employees denied Relator
Johnson an income and forced her to pay out of pocket for continued health insurance coverage.

This refusal was in retaliation for Relator's detection of the improper billing practices described
herein.
107.
uv.,,L.,.\£

108.

While Relator Johnson was out on medical leave for her broken ankle, Defendant
a "slips, trips, and falls" safety class, using Relator Johnson as an example.
In March of 2010, Relator Johnson returned to work. Defendant-told

Relator Johnson that she did not believe that she had really broken her ankle. Defendanttold Relator Johnson that she did not question her injury until Human Resources told her that
they doubted she would return.
109.

On March 25, 2010, Relator Johnson received her performance evaluation from
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Defendant

her a poor performance review, in which she stated

that Relator Johnson did not know what she was doing as a coder and that she was doing projects
and presentations for people and organizations other than Duke. Defendant

also told

Relator Johnson that failure to improve meant being fired; Relator Johnson knew that Defendant
planning to fire her. Defendant-had suggested during their conversation,
"maybe this isn't the right job for you?" These actions were in retaliation for Relator's detection
of the improper billing practices described herein.
110.

After the performance evaluation,

led the group meeting

with Relator Johnson's team. Instead, Defendant-invited Relator Johnson to a personal

meeting to discuss her "personal performance plan." She also scheduled a meeting for April 20,
2010 to discuss Relator Johnsons "professional performance plan." This was made known to the
Relator's team, which publicly humiliated the Relator. She began to clear out her desk and
which had not been there previously. It was then

discovered audit paperwork

that she realized that someone had accessed her locked desk while she was out of the office for
her surgery and recovery.

The documents were originals and belonged to

If

Defendant-had known that the papers were in Relator Johnson's desk, Relator Johnson
believes that Defendant

have used this information to continue to build her

dubious case for firing Relator Johnson. Relator Johnson confided in

explaining to

original auditing documents had appeared in her desk while she was out on

her that
medical leave.

warned: "You better not tell

papers-you know what will happen."

you have those
would use this

information as a means to fire Relator Johnson.

resolve to have Relator

Johnson fired was in retaliation for Relator's detection of the improper billing practices
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described herein.
111.

On April 20, 2010, Relator Johnson gave Defendant

of her

decision to leave her position at PRMO. During this conversation, Relator Johnson reiterated her
concerns: DUHS was at risk, the explosion codes were inappropriate, the crosswalking of the
ElM codes was incorrect, the lack of signatures was problematic and the arbitrary placement of
Moctifier 59 onto denied bundled procedures was a ticking time bomb.
DEFENDANTS, VIOLATIONS OF THE FALSE CLAIMS ACT

Summary of Violations
112.

Systematic Unbundling and Appendage of Modifier 59:

By instituting and

carrying out a policy of systematically unbundling all codes and appending Modifier 59,
regardless of mandatory coding policies, Defendants DUHS and AHS defrauded the United
States and the State of North Carolina by knowingly presenting false claims to the Federal
Medicare program and the joint Federal-State Medicaid program; and Defendant PRMO
defrauded the United States and the State of North Carolina by knowingly causing DUHS and
AHS to present false claims to the Federal Medicare program and the joint Federal-State
Medicaid program, and by making, using and causing to be made and used false records and
statements material to such false claims. The unbundled claims thus submitted to the United
States and the State of North Carolina with such modifier, which were not correctly unbundled,
were false because the subject services were billed separately and obtained separate payment
when they should have been billed and paid as a single item. Furthermore, Modifier 59 may not
be used in an effort to wrongfully force unbundling. The bills thus presented were the records

and statements, which were false because they included separate services which should have
been bundled.
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113.

Physician Provider Numbers Used for Split/Shared ElM Services Rendered

Exclusively by Residents: By instituting and carrying out a policy of having physicians sign off
on OB/GYN cases in which they never interacted with the patient, Defendant DUHS defrauded
the United States and the State of North Carolina by knowingly presenting false claims to the
Federal Medicare program and the joint Federal-State Medicaid program; and Defendant PRMO
defrauded the United States and the State of North Carolina by knowingly causing DUHS to
present false claims to the Federal Medicare program and the joint Federal-State Medicaid
program, and by making, using and causing to be made and used false records and statements
material to such false claims. These claims were false because the physician did not personally
perform a substantive portion of an ElM visit face-to-face with the subject patient on the date of
service, and, accordingly, it was wrongful to bill using the physician's provider number as
though it were a split/shared ElM service. The bills thus presented were the records and
statements, which were false because they wrongly included split/shared services using physician
provider numbers.
114.

Physician Assistants Did Not Assist During Coronary Artery Bypass Surgeries:

By instituting and carrying out a policy of having coders bill PAs as assistant surgeons in CABG
cases when, in fact, they only participated in the vein harvesting, Defendant DUHS defrauded
the United States and the State of North Carolina by knowingly presenting false claims to the
Federal Medicare program and the joint Federal-State Medicaid program; and Defendant PRMO
defrauded the United States and the State of North Carolina by knowingly causing DUHS to
present false claims to the Federal Medicare program and the joint Federal-State Medicaid
program, and by making, using and causing to be made and used false records and statements
material to such false claims. These claims were false because under HHS billing rules, vein
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harvesting is a service included in a coronary bypass operation, and participation in vein
harvesting does not constitute assisting through the CABO surgery. The bills thus presented were
the records and statements, which were false because they showed PAs serving as assistant
surgeons when they only participated in vein harvesting.
115.

Systematic Upcoding of ElM Claims:

By allowing consult codes to be

automatically crosswalked to ElM codes by its IDX billing system, and by failing to verify
whether the selected E/M codes properly reflected the services rendered or by allowing
improperly crosswalked E/M codes to be billed despite that they did not reflect the services
rendered, Defendant DUHS defrauded the United States and the State of North Carolina by
knowingly presenting false claims to the Federal Medicare program and the joint Federal-State
Medicaid program; and Defendant PRMO defrauded the United States and the State of North
Carolina by knowingly causing DUHS to present false claims to the Federal Medicare program
and the joint Federal-State Medicaid program, and by making, using and causing to be made and
used false records and statements material to such false claims. When the automatic crosswalk
feature in IDX selected an ElM code which described a service more comprehensive than that
actually provided, the resulting claims to the government were false because they were upcoded.
The upcoded bills thus presented were the records and statements, which were false because they
showed services different from those that were rendered.
116.

Explosion Codes Resulted in Unbundling: By allowing claims with explosion

codes to be submitted for payment without review, either because the operator failed to review
the codes produced by an explosion code feature or because the feature operated after the screen
was closed, Defendant DUHS defrauded the United States and the State of North Carolina by
knowingly presenting false claims to the Federal Medicare program and the joint Federal-State
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Medicaid program; and Defendant PRMO defrauded the United States and the State of North
Carolina by knowingly causing DUHS to present false claims to the Federal Medicare program
and the joint Federal-State Medicaid program, and by making, using and causing to be made and
used false records and statements material to such false claims. When the explosion code feature
in the IDX software created separate billings to the Government for services that should have
been bundled, the resulting claims were false. The upcoded bills thus presented were the records
and statements, which were false because they showed separate services which should have been
bundled.
117.

Surgeons Were Not Present to Justify Incident-to Billing for PA-Performed

Surgeries: By requiring coders to select physicians from "on call" lists and assign them to PAperformed surgeries without regard to the physician's actual presence in the suite, Defendant
DUHS defrauded the United States and the State of North Carolina by knowingly presenting
false claims to the Federal Medicare program and the joint Federal-State Medicaid program; and
Defendant PRMO defrauded the United States and the State of North Carolina by knowingly
causing DUHS to present false claims to the Federal Medicare program and the joint FederalState Medicaid program, and by making, using and causing to be made and used false records
and statements material to such false claims. When the surgeons were not present in the office
suite to render assistance, the relevant "incident-to" billing for the PA's surgery services using
the physician's provider number was false because the PA's services are not reimbursable by
Medicare or Medicaid at that level. The upcoded bills thus presented were the records and
statements, which were false because they showed the subject services as being rendered
"incident-to" physicians' services.
118.

Causing to Present False Claims: By (1) systematically ignoring auditor and coder
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concerns and reports regarding improper billing and coding practices, and (2) by asking and/or
instructing auditors and/or coders to engage in fraudulent billing and coding practices,
Defendants PRMO,

and

defrauded the United

States and the State of North Carolina by causing DUHS to submit false claims to the Federal
Medicare program and the joint Federal-State Medicaid program for services.
119.

Retaliation: After Relator Johnson was transferred to Quality Control Auditor in

the Quality Coding Coordinator's Department of PRMO, she came under the supervision of
Defendant

Shortly after beginning her audits as Quality Control Auditor, Relator

Johnson witnessed firsthand the systematic unbundling and appendage of Modifier 59, and
reported her findings to Defendant

As a result, Defendant

hostile

toward Relator Johnson, including, but not limited to: repeatedly doubling Relator Johnson's
workload without extending her deadline, persistently urging Relator Johnson to take Ieaver
under FMLA despite that Relator Johnson made it clear that she did not want to take leave and
despite that she exhibited no signs of needing time off (i.e., she was working until 6 or 7pm on a
regular basis to meet her deadlines). putting Relator Johnson on review which required meetings
two to three times a week, verbalizing doubt about whether Relator Johnson had truly broken her
ankle, humiliating Relator Johnson in front of her peers by cancelling a team meeting and
scheduling personal and professional performance reviews for Relator Johnson instead, denying
Relator Johnson PTO and the option to work from home while she recovered from her serious
medical condition, conducting a safety class on "slips, trips and falls" while Relator Johnson was
on medical leave for her broken ankle resulting from a fall and giving Relator Johnson a poor
perfonnance evaluation without good reason.
COUNT I
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31 U.S.C. § 3729(a)(1)(A) and (B)
Defendants DUHS, AHS and PRMO
Systematic Unbundling and Appendage of Modifier 59
120.

Plaintiff re-alleges and incorporates the allegations contained in Paragraphs

through 119 as if fully set forth herein.
121.

Through the acts described above and otherwise, Defendants DUHS and AHS and

their agents knowingly presented false claims to agents of the United States Government to
obtain payment for services that should not have been unbundled, thereby causing damage to the
United States Treasury in violation of 31 U.S.C. § 3729(a)(1 )(A).
122.

Through the acts described above and otherwise, Defendant PRMO and its agents

knowingly caused to be presented to agents of the United States Government false claims in
order to obtain payment for services that should not have been unbundled, and knowingly made,
used and caused to be made and used false records and statements material to such claims,
thereby causing damage to the United States Treasury in violation of 31 U.S.C. § 3729(a)(1)(A)
and (B).
COUNT II
31 U.S.C. § 3729(a)(1)(A) and (B)
Defendants DUHS and PRMO
Physician Provider Numbers Used for Split/Shared ElM Services Rendered Exclusively by
Residents
123.

Plaintiff re-alleges and incorporates the allegations contained in Paragraphs 1

through 119 as if fully set forth herein.

124.

Through the acts described above and otherwise, Defendant DUHS and its agents

knowingly presented to agents of the United States Government false claims in order to obtain
payment for residents' ElM services that should not have been billed as split/shared services
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:
using physician provider numbers, thereby causing damage to the United States Treasury in
violation of 31 U.S.C. § 3 729(a)(1 )(A).
125.

Through the acts described above and otherwise, Defendant PRMO and its agents

knowingly caused to be presented to agents of the United States Government false claims in
order to obtain payment for residents' ElM services that should not have been billed as split/
shared services using physician provider numbers, and knowingly made, used and caused to be
made and used false records and statements material to such claims, thereby causing damage to
the United States Treasury in violation of31 U.S.C. § 3729(a)(1)(A) and (B).
COUNT III
31 U.S.C. § 3729(a)(l)(A) and (B)
Defendants DUDS and PRMO
Physician Assistants Did Not Assist During Coronary Artery Bypass Surgeries
126.

Plaintiff re-alleges and incorporates the allegations contained in Paragraphs 1

through 119 as if fully set forth herein.
127.

Through the acts described above and otherwise, Defendant DUHS and its agents

knowingly presented to agents of the United States Government false claims in order to obtain
payment for physician assistants' services that should not have been billed because they did not
assist through coronary artery bypass surgeries, thereby causing damage to the United States
Treasury in violation of 31 U.S.C. § 3729(a)(l)(A).
128.

Through the acts described above and otherwise, Defendant PRMO and its agents

knowingly caused to be presented to agents of the United States Government false claims in
order to obtain payment for physician assistants' services that should not have been billed
because they did not assist through coronary artery bypass surgeries, and knowingly made, used
and caused to be made and used false records and statements material to such claims, thereby
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causing damage to the United States Treasury in violation of 31 U.S.C. § 3729(a)(1 )(A) and (B).
COUNT IV
31 U.S.C. § 3729(a)(1)(A) and (B)
Defendants DUHS and PRMO
Systematic Upcoding of ElM Claims Using Crosswalk Feature
129.

Plaintiff re-alleges and incorporates the allegations contained in Paragraphs 1

through 119 as if fully set forth herein.
130.

Through the acts described above and otherwise, Defendant DUHS and its agents

knowingly presented to agents of the United States Government claims in order to obtain
payment for upcoded ElM services selected by the automatic crosswalk feature of Defendants'
IDX system, which claims were false because they did not reflect the services actually rendered,
thereby causing damage to the United States Treasury in violation of 31 U.S.C. § 3729(a)(1 )(A).
131.

Through the acts described above and otherwise, Defendant PRMO and its agents

knowingly caused to be presented to agents of the United States Government claims in order to
obtain payment for upcoded ElM services selected by the automatic crosswalk feature of
Defendants' IDX system, which claims were false because they did not reflect the services
actually rendered, and knowingly made, used and caused to be made and used false records and
statements material to such claims, thereby causing damage to the United States Treasury in
violation of31 U.S.C. § 3729(a)(1)(A) and (B).
COUNTY
31 U.S.C. § 3729(a)(l)(A) and (B)
Defendants DUBS and PRMO
Explosion Codes Resulted in Unbundling
132.

Plaintiff re-alleges and incorporates the allegations contained in Paragraphs
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through 119 as if fully set forth herein.
133.

Through the acts described above and otherwise, Defendant DUHS and its agents

knowingly presented to agents of the United States Government false claims in order to obtain
payment for services placed in Defendants' billings by its explosion code feature which should
not have been unbundled, thereby causing damage to the United States Treasury in violation of
31 U.S.C. § 3729(a)(1)(A).
134.

Through the acts described above and otherwise, Defendant PRMO and its agents

knowingly caused to be presented to agents of the United States Government false claims in
order to obtain payment for services placed in Defendants' billings by its explosion code feature
which should not have been unbundled, and knowingly made, used and caused to be made and
used false records and statements material to such claims, thereby causing damage to the United
States Treasury in violation of 31 U.S.C. § 3729(a)(l )(A) and (B).
COUNT VI
31 U.S.C. § 3729(a)(l)(A) and (B)
Defendants DUBS and PRMO
Surgeons Were Not Present to Justify Incident-to Billing for PA-Performed Surgeries
135.

Plaintiff re-alleges and incorporates the allegations contained in Paragraphs 1

through 119 as if fully set forth herein.
136.

Through the acts described above and otherwise, Defendant DUHS and its agents

knowingly presented to agents of the United States Government false claims in order to obtain
payment for physician assistant services that should not have been billed using physicians'
provider numbers as "incident-to" the services of physicians, thereby causing damage to the
United States Treasury in violation of 31 U.S.C. § 3729(a)(1 )(A).
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137.

Through the acts described above and othetwise, Defendant PRMO and its agents

knowingly caused to be presented to agents of the United States Government false claims in
order to obtain payment for physician assistant services that should not have been billed using
physicians' provider numbers as "incident-to" the services of physicians, and knowingly made,

used and caused to be made and used false records and statements material to such claims,
thereby causing damage to the United States Treasury in violation of 31 U.S.C. § 3729(a)(l)(A)
and (B).
COUNT VII
31 U.S.C. § 3729(a)(l)(A)
Individual Defendants
Ignoring Auditor Reports and Concerns and Giving Improper Instructions for Billing
138.

Plaintiff re-alleges and incorporates the allegations contained in Paragraphs 1

through 119 as if fully set forth herein.
139.

Through the acts described above and othetwise, Defendants
ngly caused to be presented to agents of the United States

Government false claims, thereby causing damage to the United States Treasury in violation of
31 U.S.C. § 3729(a)(l)(A).
COUNT VIII
N.C. Gen. Stat. §l-607(a)(l) and (2)
Defendants DUHS, AHS and PRMO
Systematic Unbundling and Appendage of Modifier 59
140.

Plaintiff re-alleges and incorporates the allegations contained in Paragraphs 1

through 119 as if fulJy set forth herein.
141.

Through the acts described above and otherwise, Defendants DUHS and AHS and
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their agents knowingly presented to agents of the State ofNorth Carolina false claims in order to
obtain payment for services that should not have been unbundled, thereby causing damage to the
State ofNorth Carolina in violation ofN.C. Gen. Stat. §1-607(a)(l).
142.

Through the acts described above and otherwise, Defendant PRMO and its agents

knowingly caused to be presented to agents of the State ofNorth Carolina false claims in order to
obtain payment for services that should not have been unbundled, and knowingly made, used and
caused to be made and used false records and statements material to such claims, thereby causing
damage to the State ofNorth Carolina in violation ofN.C. Gen. Stat. §1-607(a)(l) and (2).
COUNT IX
N.C. Gen. Stat. §l-607(a)(l) and (2)
Defendants DUHS and PRMO
Physician Provider Numbers Used for Split/Shared ElM Services Rendered Exclusively by
Residents

143.

Plaintiff re-alleges and incorporates the allegations contained in Paragraphs 1

through 119 as if fully set forth herein.
144.

Through the acts described above and otherwise, Defendant DUHS and its agents

knowingly presented to agents of the State of North Carolina false claims in order to obtain
payment for residents' ElM services that should not have been billed using physician provider
numbers as split/shared services, thereby causing damage to the State of North Carolina in
violation ofN.C. Gen. Stat. §1-607(a)(l).
145.

Through the acts described above and otherwise, Defendant PRMO and its agents

knowingly caused to be presented to agents of the State of North Carolina false claims in order to
obtain payment for residents' ElM services that should not have been billed as split/shared
services using physician provider numbers, and knowingly made, used and caused to be made
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and used false records and statements material to such claims, thereby causing damage to the
State of North Carolina in violation of N.C. Gen. Stat. §l-607(a)(I) and (2).
COUNT X
N.C. Gen. Stat. §l-607(a)(l) and (2)
Defendants DUHS and PRMO
Physician Assistants Did Not Assist During Coronary Artery Bypass Surgeries
146.

Plaintiff re-alleges and incorporates the allegations contained in Paragraphs I

through II9 as if fully set forth herein.
I47.

Through the acts described above and otherwise, Defendant DUHS and its agents

knowingly presented to agents of the State of North Carolina false claims in order to obtain
payment for physician assistants' services that should not have been billed because they did not
assist through coronary artery bypass surgeries, thereby causing damage to the State of North
Carolina in violation ofN.C. Gen. Stat. §I-607(a)(l).
148.

Through the acts described above and otherwise, Defendant PRMO and its agents

knowingly caused to be presented to agents of the State of North Carolina false claims in order to
obtain payment for physician assistants' services that should not have been billed because they
did not assist through coronary artery bypass surgeries, and knowingly made, used and caused to

be made and used false records and statements material to such claims, thereby causing damage
to the State ofNorth Carolina in violation ofN.C. Gen. Stat. §I-607(a)(I) and (2).
COUNT XI
N.C. Gen. Stat. §l-607(a)(l) and (2)
Defendants DUHS and PRMO
Systematic Upcoding of ElM Claims Using Crosswalk Feature
149.

Plaintiff re-alleges and incorporates the allegations contained in Paragraphs I
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through II9 as if fully set forth herein.
150.

Through the acts described above and otherwise, Defendant DUHS and its agents

knowingly presented to agents of the State of North Carolina claims in order to obtain payment
for upcoded ElM services selected by the automatic crosswalk feature of Defendants' IDX
system, which claims were false because they did not reflect the services actually rendered,
thereby causing damage to the State of North Carolina in violation of N.C. Gen. Stat. §I607(a)(l).
ISI.

Through the acts described above and otherwise, Defendant PRMO and its agents

knowingly caused to be presented to agents of the State of North Carolina claims in order to
obtain payment for upcoded ElM services selected by the automatic crosswalk feature of
Defendants' IDX system, which claims were false because they did not reflect the services
actually rendered, and knowingly made, used and caused to be made and used false records and
statements material to such claims, thereby causing damage to the State of North Carolina in
violation ofN.C. Gen. Stat. §I-607(a)(1) and (2).
COUNT XII

N.C. Gen. Stat.§l-607(a)(l) and (2)
Defendants DUHS and PRMO
Explosion Codes Resulted in Upcoding
I52.

Plaintiff re-alleges and incorporates the allegations contained in Paragraphs I

through 1I9 as if fully set forth herein.
153.

Through the acts described above and otherwise, Defendant DUHS and its agents

knowingly presented to agents of the State of North Carolina false claims in order to obtain
payment for services placed in Defendants' billings by their explosion code feature which should
not have been unbundled, thereby causing damage to the State of North Carolina in violation of
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N.C. Gen. Stat. §I-607(a)(2).
154.

Through the acts described above and otherwise, Defendant PRMO and its agents

knowingly caused to be presented to agents of the State of North Carolina false claims in order to
obtain payment for services placed in Defendants' billings by their explosion code feature which
should not have been unbundled, thereby causing damage to the State of North Carolina in
violation ofN.C. Gen. Stat. §1-607(a)(2).
COUNT XIII
N.C. Gen. Stat. §l-607(a)(l) and (2)
Defendants DUHS and PRMO
Surgeons Were Not Present to Justify Incident-to Billing for PA-Performed Surgeries
155.

Plaintiff re-alleges and incorporates the allegations contained in Paragraphs 1

through 119 as if fully set forth herein.
156.

Through the acts described above and otherwise, Defendant DUHS and its agents

knowingly caused to be presented to agents of the State of North Carolina false claims in order to
obtain payment for physician assistants' services that should not have been billed using
physicians' provider numbers as "incident-to" services, thereby causing damage to the State of
North Carolina in violation ofN.C. Gen. Stat. §1-607(a)(l).
157.

Through the acts described above and otherwise, Defendant PRMO and its agents

knowingly caused to be presented to agents of the State of North Carolina false claims in order to
obtain payment for physician assistants' services that should not have been billed using
physicians' provider numbers as "incident-to" services, and knowingly made, used and caused to
be made and used false records and statements material to such claims, thereby causing damage
to the State ofNorth Carolina in violation ofN.C. Gen. Stat. §1-607(a)(l) and (2).
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COUNT XIV
N.C. Gen. Stat. §l-607(a)(l)
Individual Defendants
Ignoring Auditor Reports and Coneerns and Giving Improper Instructions for Billing
158.

Plaintiff re-alleges and incorporates the allegations contained in Paragraphs l

through 119 as if fully set forth herein.
159.

Through the acts described above and otherwise, Defendants

false claims, thereby causing damage to the State of North Carolina in violation of N.C. Gen.
Stat. §l-607(a)(1).

COUNT XV
31 u.s.c. § 3730(h)
Defendant PRMO
Retaliation
160.

Plaintiff re-alleges and incorporates the allegations contained in Paragraphs 1

through 119 as if fully set forth herein.
161.

Through the acts described above and otherwise, Defendant PRMO and its agents

discharged, demoted, suspended, threatened, harassed, and/or discriminated against Relator in
others manner in the tenns and conditions of Relator's employment because of lawful acts done
by Relator in furtherance of an action under 31 U.S.C. § 3729, and efforts to stop multiple
violations of 31 U.S.C. § 3729, thereby causing damage to the Relator in violation of31 U.S.C. §
3730(h).
COUNT XVI
N.C. Gen. Stat. §l-613
Defendant PRMO
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Retaliation
162.

Plaintiff re-alleges and incorporates the allegations contained in Paragraphs

through 119 as if fully set forth herein.
163.

Through the acts described above and otherwise, Defendant PRMO and its agents

discharged, demoted, suspended, threatened, harassed and/or discriminated against Relator in
other manners in the terms and conditions of Relator's employment because of lawful acts done
by Relator in furtherance of an action under N.C. Gen. Stat. § 1-607, and efforts to stop multiple
violations ofN.C. Gen. Stat.§l-607, thereby causing damage to the Relator in violation ofN.C.
Gen. Stat. §1-613.
PRAYER FOR RELIEF
Plaintiff demands judgment against the Defendants and each of them as follows:
a. That by reason of the violations of the FCA, this Court enter judgment against
Defendants in an amount equal to three (3) times the amount of damages the United States
Government has sustained because of Defendants' actions, plus a civil penalty of not less than
Five Thousand Five Hundred Dollars ($5,500.00) and not more than Eleven Thousand Dollars
($11,000.00) for each violation of31 U.S.C. § 3729;
b. That Relator, as a qui tam Plaintiff, be awarded the maximum amount allowed
pursuant to Section 3730(d) of the FCA and/or any other applicable provision of law;
c. That by reason of the violations of the NCFCA, this Court enter judgment against
Defendants in an amount equal to three (3) times the amount of damages the State of North
Carolina has sustained because of Defendants' actions, plus a civil penalty of not less than Five
Thousand Dollars ($5,000) and not more than Ten Thousand Dollars ($1 0,000) for each violation
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ofN.C. Gen. Stat. §1-607;
d. That Relator, as a qui tam Plaintiff, be awarded the maximum amount allowed
pursuant to N.C. Gen. Stat. § 1-610 and/or any other applicable provision of law;
e. That by reason of the retaliation violation of the FCA, this Court enter judgment
against Defendants for two (2) times the amount of back pay, interest on the back pay, and
compensation for any special damages sustained as a result of the discrimination for violating 31

u.s.c. 3730(h);
f. That by reason of the retaliation violation of the NCFCA, this Court enter judgment
against Defendants for two (2) times the amount of back pay, interest on the back pay, and
compensation for any special damages sustained as a result of the discrimination for violating
N.C. Gen. Stat.§I-613;
g. That Relator be awarded all costs of this action, including attorney's fees and court
costs;
h. That Plaintiff be granted a trial by jury; and

i. That Plaintiff have such other relief as the Court deems just and proper.

Dated: December 311!"2012

Respectfully submitted,

Liles

Pwt;JAMc_ff}~fUJ!/

By:
David P. Parker
Va. State Bar No.l4353
Attorneys for Relator
2233 Wisconsin Avenue N.W., Suite 210
Washington, DC 20007
Telephone:
(202) 298-8750
Fax: (202) 337-5804
Email: dparker@lilesparker.com
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~

Karen McKeithen Schaede Attorney at Law, PLLC

~-$2..,....2~-

By:_ _~~----~~-=-------Jonathan D. Keeler, Attorney
NC State Bar No. 28609
Attorneys for Relator
1175 Revolution Mill Drive, Studio 7A
Greensboro, NC 27405
Telephone: (336) 288-4055
Fax: (888) 392-2707
Email: jonathan@shadylaw.net
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